Rogue Trader: Psychic cheat sheet

Here are the basics for using psychic powers [RT157]:

1. Pick the psychic power you wish to use
2. Decide if you want to use it Fettered, UnFettered or Push it
   - Fettered: Power is Equal to Half your PsyRating, no chance of Bad Things happening
   - UnFettered: Power is Equal to your PsyRating
     - If you roll doubles, even if you fail, roll on Psychic Phenomena Chart [RT160]
   - Push: Add +1 to +3/+4 to yourPsyRating
     - Even if you fail, Roll on the Psychic Phenomena Chart [RT160] adding +5 per +1 pushed
     - Add only highest + to Push Value, do not add +'s
3. Roll d100 versus the listed "Focus Power Test"
   - If you roll equal to or less the power manifests
   - If you roll higher the power does not manifest
   - If you used it UnFettered and you roll doubles, no matter if you passwed or failed, roll on Psychic Phenomena chart [RT160]
   - If you pushed automatically roll on the Psychic Phenomena Chart, even if you fail, [RT160] adding +5 to the roll per +1 you pushed it
4. If the power manifested, follow the results/actions of the power

If you have other powers manifested, and you succeed in manifesting another power, reduce the power rating of all the sustained powers by the number of sustained powers. Also if you have to roll on the Psychic Phenomena Chart add +10 to the roll per sustained power.